
Library Manager Vacancy
Dear Applicant

I am delighted that you are interested in the role of Library Manager.  This is a crucial role and the successful
applicant will be joining the Academy at a time of real opportunity.  The library is at the heart of the Academy
both geographically and strategically.  We are an Academy that is serious about reading: not just in terms of
talking about it, but actually delivering on our ambition that every child leaves in Year 11 with a reading age
equal to their chronological age.  Our sense of mission is emboldened by our determination to power a
resurgence from COVID-19 and ensure that all of our young people fulfil their exceptional potential.

We are unapologetic in our goal to be a truly great Academy.  But again, we don’t want to just talk about it, we
know that being great is about doing some really important things really successfully.  Reading is at the very
heart of that determination and, in turn, the library is fundamental to ensuring we deliver on our goals.
COVID-19 has meant that the library has been essentially decommissioned.  It is time to renew and re-energise
the library and reawaken it as a fulcrum of the cultural life of the Academy.

We are looking for someone who has got their own ideas and a plan.  This is not a role for someone to come
and slot into a preordained notion of what our library should do.  Instead, it is an opportunity for someone to
have autonomy over a blank canvas, to create something that is really special, and that, in turn, contributes
meaningfully to the life of the Academy.  We want our library to play a role in all aspects of Academy life: yes,
inevitably, it will enhance our curriculum, but it will also be a fundamental part of our great experience beyond
the curriculum.   We want to appoint someone who can see the library’s potential and realise it in a way that
means our students love to be there!

In return, we will give the successful candidate all of the support they need: they will be line managed by Mrs
Joanne Clifton - Associate Assistant Headteacher - who is driving our Academy strategy on reading.
Furthermore, we will afford the successful candidate time to create the space, environment and culture that they
believe will give our library the edge.  There will be opportunities to work with our subject leads and teaching
staff, as well as our fantastic young people, to create a library that has a real and sustained impact on the
learning and growth of our students.  We are an Academy that believes very much in the importance of
professional development and can guarantee that the successful candidate will be afforded the opportunity to



grow in the role.  Equally, we’re not an Academy that embraces fads and gimmicks; we’re committed to the
wellbeing of everyone who works here and that includes really thinking about what we do and why we do it.

If you would like to find out more information about the job, please contact Mrs Joanne Clifton at the Academy.

To apply for the role please submit a letter of application - no more than two sides of A4, size 11 pt Tahoma -
and the Coop Academies Trust application forms.  In your letter, please do not feel that you need to include
streams of philosophical statements that we will inevitably agree with.  Instead, just tell us what you think makes
an effective library in the context of an academy; what you will do - in practical terms - to create one here; and
what your previous experience has given you that has prepared you for this role.

Closing date for applications is: Friday 9th July
A selection process will take place: w/b 12th July

As Headteacher, I am absolutely certain that a wonderful library is the heart of any Academy.  If you agree, and
have your own vision for what that looks like, I look forward to receiving your application.

Yours faithfully,

Mr S Richardson
Headteacher


